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The Obama phenomenon has imploded. Expectations were absurdly high 
five years ago this month when Barack Obama was inaugurated 44th 
president of the United States. Today, however, Americans are bemused 
by how exactly it went all wrong.

The national debt is breathtakingly high and the economy remains 
sluggish more than four years since the end of the recession. The 
vacillation over the Syrian crisis last September has recklessly dissipated 
US credibility and prestige. And the Administration’s signature policy, the 
Affordable Care Act — otherwise known as “Obamacare” — is eroding 
the President’s support like the carbon tax did Australia’s recent Labor 
government.

Respect for and confidence in Obama has collapsed. His approval 
ratings have crashed to below the 40 per cent mark, his lowest ever, and 
a majority of Americans think he is untrustworthy. There is widespread 
talk of a lame-duck presidency three years before Obama’s term ends. 

Never has an American leader come to power on such a bubble 
of expectation. Never has the pricking of that bubble caused so much 
shock and anger. The Economist reflected the conventional wisdom a 
few weeks ago in its cover story, illustrated with an image of Obama 

Unhappy fifth anniversary!
Barack Obama’s problems are a symptom 

of America’s crisis of confidence, not its cause
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sinking. The headline: “The man who used to walk on water.”

Conservatives and Republicans view Obama’s demise with delight: 
their prospects of regaining control of the Senate have improved in 
recent months. Left-liberals and Democrats either vent their anger and 
disappointment or try to change the subject to 2016: Hillary Clinton, 
Obama’s one-time nemesis, is hot favourite to win the next presidential 
election. In between, there is much sighing and shaking of heads. It 
was not supposed to be like this, but the fact that it is calls for some 
explanation.

The temptation, scarcely resisted among left-leaning pundits, is to 
blame it all on Obama’s right-wing opponents. Radical, vitriolic, unhinged, 
nasty, confrontational — all of these adjectives have been hurled at the 
Republicans, especially the Tea Party movement. By refusing to recognise 
Obama’s democratic mandate to implement reforms to America’s health 
system, it is argued, today’s GOP is pushing a narrow ideological agenda 
that contributes significantly to the polarised and dysfunctional culture in 
Washington. That is why large segments of Middle America are turning 
off politics.

But while it is true that several conservative legislators overreached 
in the budget negotiations that culminated in last October’s government 
shutdown, it is also true the GOP controls only one half of one branch 
of government. Republicans, moreover, can’t be blamed for Obama’s big 
spending and interventionist policies, which have made America a more 
regulated society, suffocating enterprise and discouraging work.

A different explanation, put forward by right-wing columnists and 
radio shock jocks, is to blame Obama himself. According to Charles 
Krauthammer, Obama’s ambitious, social-democratic brand of American 
liberalism — Obamacare, universal preschool, runaway spending, energy 
regulations — represents radical ideological change in a nation where 
the centre of political gravity remains to the right.
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But there are problems with this analysis, too. For one thing, Obama 
was comfortably re-elected on a liberal platform in 2012, and demographic 
trends do indicate that America is becoming a more progressive place 
— from abortion rights and gay marriage to immigration and a non-
interventionist foreign policy. 

Moreover, some of the right-wing criticism of Obama is unfair, 
because it fails to put his presidency in the context of his predecessor’s 
legacy. George W. Bush responded decisively to the September 11 terrorist 
attacks and the collapse of Wall Street in 2008. But his reputation is 
tainted by two costly wars, big spending policies, and the Federal 
Reserve’s housing and mortgage mania, which led to soaring debt, budget 
deficit, and the financial crisis. For conservatives to ignore or downplay 
the failures of frankly the worst presidency since the scandal-plagued 
years of Warren Harding is intellectually dishonest.

A more persuasive explanation for America’s widespread angst 
might be found elsewhere. This is that the backlash against both sides of 
politics has less to do with ideological overreach by either Obama or his 
conservative opponents and more to do with America’s spiritual doldrums 
— a cultural crisis that stems from expectations about America’s future 
that no president or congress can meet.

For generations, Americans have seen their nation as “a city upon 
a hill” (John Winthrop) and “the last best hope of Earth” (Abraham 
Lincoln) that would make the world “safe for democracy” (Woodrow 
Wilson). The same vision is echoed in the idea of the American Century, 
which shaped the national consciousness after World War II, when the 
United States enjoyed an almost absolute supremacy in world affairs. The 
collapse of Soviet communism and the end of the Cold War reinforced 
the perception of American exceptionalism.

But a concatenation of events and circumstances from recent times 
— the quagmires in Iraq and Afghanistan, political scandals, mounting 
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trade and budget deficits, the sub-prime mortgage crisis, a debt larger 
than GDP, diminishing net wealth, the decline of US global pre-eminence, 
the rise of a more pluralistic world, and what neo-conservative founding 
father Irving Kristol once identified as “clear signs of rot and decadence 
germinating in American society” — undermined the confidence of the 
sole remaining superpower. Many Americans are in an increasingly foul 
mood: polls consistently detect a widespread sense that the nation is 
heading in the wrong direction.

In 2008–09, Obama’s clarity of purpose was motivated by a 
nostalgia for the national mission. And just as Americans had endorsed 
his predecessor’s crusading war on terror after 9/11, Americans had 
embraced Obama’s optimistic vision of change and renewal. But in the 
five years since, he too has failed to meet the lofty expectations that the 
public, the media, and he himself set. The results are rapid mood swings 
within the electorate, epitomised in Obama’s fall from adulation to anger 
within the past five years.

The danger of American exceptionalism is that it discourages 
compromise and flexibility, and encourages a sense of omnipotence. And 
although the United States has shown an impressive ability to bounce 
back from past setbacks, it will not enjoy the kind of absolute global 
supremacy that it held in the aftermath of World War II. Nor is it likely 
to command the unrivalled power and prestige that accompanied the so-
called unipolar moment of the early 1990s.

To be sure, as Richard Haass makes clear in this issue, America will 
remain the world’s most powerful nation: it boasts the globe’s largest 
economy and the most capable military force. No other power is capable 
of rivaling US power. Add its unique demographics and its enormous 
capacity for change and renewal, and it is clear that America will remain 
the most powerful state in the world for the next generation or longer.

But as Haass also recognises, political leaders (whatever their 
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ideological affiliation) should prepare the nation for the reality that 
America no longer has the will, wallet or influence to impose an ambitious 
global leadership across the globe. Washington should instead reorder 
priorities in favour of domestic affairs and a more discriminating foreign 
policy. Otherwise, it risks leaving the American people open to sad 
surprise in an era in which not every option is available and resources 
are not unlimited. Despair and frustration could continue to roil the 
political climate. Not an ideal platform on which to campaign in 2016, 
but one that the incumbent president could try to define. n
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The limits of power 
Notwithstanding some success, the boosters of 
the Revolution in Military Affairs overplayed 

their hand in the war in terror 

Belief in the global “unipolarity” — a polite word for hegemony — 
of the United States in the 1990s and early 2000s was underpinned 
by a belief in the absolute superiority of the US armed forces created 
by their mastery of the so-called “Revolution in Military Affairs” 
(RMA) which had supposedly given them “full spectrum dominance” 
of any battle space. Victories in the Gulf War of 1990–91, the Kosovo 
War of 1998–99, the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 and that of 
Iraq in 2003 appeared to support this belief. This year, as the United 
States prepares to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan, is a good 
opportunity to look back at the RMA and judge which of the claims 
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for it have stood the test of time.

 The potential for a new revolution in military affairs was first 
recognised by Soviet military thinkers in the 1970s. They saw the 
immense military possibilities created by a combination of the vastly 
increasing power of computers and optical equipment with speed of 
communications and range and accuracy of missiles. They recognised, 
grimly, that in the event of war, this would give the United States the 
ability to inflict immense damage on Soviet tank armies before they 
could even get to grips with their NATO enemies. They also recognised 
that the Soviet economy was entirely incapable of generating this kind 
of technology itself. 

 This technological combination was indeed embraced by the 
US armed forces, and in creating absolute battlefield superiority in 
“conventional” warfare for countries possessing this technology 
over those which do not, the RMA was indeed a worthy successor 
to previous such revolutions: if not on the scale of the horse and 
gunpowder revolutions, then perhaps the machine gun or the tank.

However, the more excitable US boosters of the RMA also forgot a 
number of critical factors, which echo to some extent earlier historical 
experience. A decade after the invasion of Iraq these have become all 
too clear, and just as the RMA appeared to create a foundation for a 
long period of US supremacy, so its limitations have severely qualified 
this.

Most importantly, of course, they did not take insurgency into 
account. Like the Soviet Union in Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989, 
the United States won the initial clashes in Afghanistan and Iraq 
only to become bogged down in guerrilla and terrorist wars in which 
its technological superiority was of limited use. Lieutenant General 
Kalashnikov is dead, but his simple, effective, low-tech rifle lives on. 
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Not that the RMA has been by any means completely useless. It 
gave rise to the drones which are now America’s weapon of choice in 
fighting al Qaeda and its allies, and improved surveillance has been 
of great help in Afghanistan. But none of this has won the war for 
the United States, partly because the RMA has absolutely nothing 
to contribute to the state-building that has to accompany successful 
counter-insurgency; and partly because to provide security on the 
ground against insurgents still requires huge numbers of infantry. 

And those infantry are expensive — as the approximately three 
trillion–dollar cost of the Iraq and Afghan wars demonstrates. For 
the other equation that has not been altered by the RMA is that 
of resources. Weird though it may seem, the Taliban have actually 
outspent the United States in Afghanistan. A common estimate of 
the amount it takes to keep their forces in the field is around $400 
million a year. The United States is planning to spend 10 times that 
to support the Afghan National Army and police in the years to come 
— and has spent an average of something like 200 times that per year 
to maintain its own forces in Afghanistan. This and the casualties 
suffered have exhausted the willingness of the US population to 
continue the struggle. It was indeed because he feared just this that 
Donald Rumsfeld and his allies mistakenly convinced themselves in 
the run-up to Iraq that the RMA would allow the United States to 
win such wars with very limited numbers of troops.

The other mistake of some of the RMA’s advocates was to believe 
that it would remain a purely American revolution. The United 
States undoubtedly will for a long time to come retain a considerable 
technological edge over China — but no longer the kind of edge 
that could give it any certainty of victory in a war in China’s littoral 
waters.

The US step-back from attempts to maintain unipolarity by 
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military means began in the second Bush term. Future historians may 
see two events in 2008 as marking a key turning point: the refusal to 
save Georgia from defeat by Russia, and the decision not to attack 
Iran. Both decisions were largely driven by a US military command 
acutely aware of the strain on US military resources.

On the other hand, perhaps the very limitations of US military 
power in recent years may have a good effect on China. Chinese 
officials have told me that the spectacle of America’s travails in the 
Greater Middle East has cured them of any desire whatsoever to 
imitate the USSR and challenge the United States for domination of 
that region. If that is so, then at least something good will have come 
out of the disasters of the past decade. n
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Over the past quarter century, the American political 
class, its leadership included, seems to have lost the ability 
to think strategically about the world and America’s place 
in it. The reinforcing reasons for this are both remote and 
proximate, some buried deep within American political 
culture and others the result of recent and, one hopes, 
ephemeral distractions. But whatever the reasons may be, 
four generic phenomena have resulted from the recent 
abeyance of strategic thought.

First, the error quotient of US foreign policy has risen, 
and even great powers ultimately have limited margins for 
error. Second, US policy has become largely reactive, 
particularly since American leaders’ quality time has been 
all but monopolised by the deep post-2008 economic 
swoon and accompanying signs of equally deep political 
dysfunction. Third, the US reputation for foreign policy 
constancy and competence has suffered, not least in 
encouraging revisionist actors to take advantage of the US 
attention deficit. And these three phenomena have together 

The silent death of 
American grand strategy
Far from asserting global hegemony, the United States is 
inadvertently acting like a balancer of last resort in the world 

By Adam Garfinkle
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stimulated a fourth: a shift by default from the US grand strategy in 
place since the end of World War II to one absentmindedly bearing a 
different set of prospective risks and benefits. 

None of this is particularly good news for American allies.

Unlike classical European and Asian statesmen, American leaders have 
never developed a tradition of formal grand-strategy making. There is 
no American version of Clausewitz or Sun Tzu, and comparatively little 
grand-strategy literature written by native-born intellectuals and 
leaders exists. This is partly because of the idealistic anti–“Old World” 
mercantilist bias of the Founders’ Enlightenment ideology. It is also 
partly because, after the first few decades of American independence 
and the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine, which warned European 
imperialism away from the New World, the nation no longer found 
itself locked in strategic competition with proximate near-equals. The 
American state’s initial grand strategy, which was to acquire as much 
of North America as possible, arose ineluctably from the conditions in 
which the young nation found itself. Whether it was called Jefferson’s 
“empire of liberty” or “manifest destiny,” this first, developmentalist 
grand strategy gained nearly universal, if mostly tacit, consensus. There 
was no need to write formal tracts about it and argue over them in 
private conclave, and no one did except in rare cases such as Seward’s 
Folly — the US purchase of Alaska in 1867. 

While this first American grand strategy was simple and hence 
clear, as all grand strategies worth their salt must be, it was not for the 
saintly or faint of heart. As Machiavelli put it just past 500 years ago, 
every benign political order rests on antecedent crimes. The American 
case is no exception: the barbarous treatment of native Americans, 
slavery, an early avarice directed toward Canada that led to the War of 
1812, and the Mexican War, which even as unsentimental a man as 
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Ulysses S. Grant condemned as one of the most unjust wars ever 
inflicted by a stronger power upon a weaker one. America’s westward 
expansion was also a necessary precondition for the worst calamity in 
American history: the Civil War. Withal, the strategy succeeded and by 
so doing exhausted itself. By the time Frederick Jackson Turner 
famously wrote about the “closing of the frontier” at the end of the 
19th century, the strategy had become obsolete, notwithstanding some 
unrequited but on balance faint imperial yearnings directed toward the 
Caribbean and, of course, Hawaii.

At that moment in American history, following the Spanish–
American War, several strands came together to produce the second 
American grand strategy. Alfred Thayer Mahan, the great American 
navalist, fused his grasp of the British strategic tradition with the newly 
developing academic notion of geopolitics and out came the template 
for American anti-hegemonism. Long since unworried about a peer 
competitor in the Western Hemisphere or the return of a European 
power in strength to the New World, the grand strategy of the United 
States as a maritime-oriented World Island would be to oppose the 
emergence of a hegemonic power in either peninsular Europe or East 
Asia.

This was not a principled anti-hegemonic stance, for Mahan and 
others were unperturbed about America’s own New World dominance. 
It rather flowed from two different principles: First, in a technologically 

“The naval and air force components 
of Obama’s pivot remain too 

resource-straitened for either adversaries 
or allies to yet take it seriously.”
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dynamic age, the impossibility that any power at either bracket of 
Eurasia could amass sufficient resources to literally endanger US 
security could no longer be taken for granted; and second, no power 
should be allowed to compel the United States to undertake a level of 
mobilisation that would undermine the small-government, no-standing-
army injunctions of the Founders.

How to implement this strategy? Through self-help and key 
alliances. Self-help consisted mainly of building up the US Navy to 
world-class scale; hence President Theodore Roosevelt sent the Great 
White Fleet around the world in 1905; the construction of the Panama 
Canal, completed in 1913, needs also be seen in this light. It consisted 
in Asia too, many supposed, of US control of the Philippines. The 
alliance consisted in riding the coattails of the Royal Navy, that great 
fleet which bestrode the empire on which the sun never set, and aligning 
America’s diplomacy too, where possible, with that of Britain. Together, 
this maritime strategy could be aptly termed one of offshore balancing, 
which fairly describes the British post-Napoleonic Wars grand strategy 
that inspired Mahan to devise it.

American strategy also depended for its implementation on deft 
diplomacy to complement growing US wealth and power. For example, 
after World War I, Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes, beyond 
convening the famed Washington Naval Conference of 1922, set to 
clean up the imperial detritus in the Pacific occasioned by the collapse 
of the German Empire. A series of linked negotiations involving the 
United States, Britain, Japan, and France established a new multilateral 
security balance upon the exit of Germany from the Marshall, Caroline, 
and Mariana Islands, Samoa, and Shantung Province in China — which 
Japan had seized during the World War but, thanks to American 
diplomatic efforts, was returned to China in 1922. 

Alas, the new Pacific order depended on all participants keeping up 
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their insurance premiums, so to speak — but with the coming of the 
Great Depression America’s security investments all but ceased. 
American military weakness, particularly its drawdown in naval power, 
turned the Philippines from potential strategic asset into real strategic 
liability in the face of rising Japanese militarism. The result was the 
onset of the Pacific War in 1941, the first direct fist-on-fist test of 
America’s Mahanian grand strategy.

World War II supplied proper nouns to American grand strategy as 
World War I never had. In Europe the feared hegemon was Nazi 
Germany; in Asia it was Japan. America’s guiding wartime two-front 
tactic, as the immediate application of its larger grand strategy, was so 
simple that it consisted of but two words: “Europe First.” The strategy 
was implemented successfully and, after the war, the United States 
found its own military forces stationed on the brackets of Eurasia, and 
with both its British and French allies much weaker for war’s wear. As 
the names of potential hegemons changed from Nazi Germany to Soviet 
Russia in Europe, and from Japan to Communist China in Asia, 
America’s two-front anti-hegemonic grand strategy changed in two 
ways. First, the pro-democracy ideological dimension of the Cold War, 
long latent in American thinking about global affairs, merged with the 
anti-hegemonic objectives of US grand strategy. Second, the mode of its 
implementation changed from offshore balancing to forward 
deployment. Together, these changes gave rise, in George Kennan’s 
famous term, to a strategy called “containment.”

Whereas in the past, the US Navy, in concert with the British Navy, 
was the principal military instrument of US grand strategy, after the 
Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, and the outbreak of war in Korea 
the main instrument also came to include the US Air Force, now with 
nuclear weapons, deployed both at home and in bases ringing the Soviet 
Union and Communist China. The ongoing aim of US grand strategy 
now was to deter geostrategic advance by either hostile would-be 
hegemon, who were believed to be in league with each other for reasons 
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of ideological affinity, but also to suppress security competitions in 
Europe and Asia that might provide opportunities or temptations for 
an adversary’s advance toward a hegemonic position. 

Since US interests in both brackets of Eurasia were relatively 
impartial compared to those of local powers, and whereas US strength 
was truly unparalleled, American strategy attracted many local 
associates. This enabled US diplomacy to assemble a robust but flexible 
alliance system spanning Europe and Asia. The ideological and 
economic dimensions of US policy, also attractive to many abroad, 
became complements to this policy according to the Tocquevillian 
conviction that prosperous democracies make for better strategic 
partners. The US Navy and Air Force thus became, in effect, the ante 
that allowed Washington to participate in the geopolitics of the two 
regions, and the alliance structures, in turn, provided a politically 
supportable means by which US power could combine with that of 
others. By the advent of the Eisenhower Administration, if not a few 
years earlier, the grand strategy of the United States was sufficiently 
clear that a single sentence sufficed to express it: Prevent the emergence 
of a hegemon over peninsular Europe or East Asia by suppressing 
security competitions through the forward deployment of US forces, 
and through a supportive pro-democracy, pro-trade diplomacy. 

Through the end of the Cold War in 1989–91, that was America’s 
post-World War II grand strategy. The strategy did not work perfectly, 
as the Vietnam War debacle illustrates. It also required some adjustment, 
for example to add the greater Middle East to its ambit, not mainly for 
its own sake, but for that region’s instrumental significance to European 
and Asian security in a new oil-fired age. Yet despite the tendency of 
the ideological aspect of the struggle to kick up much obfuscating dust, 
on a good day most senior American leaders, certainly those in the 
relevant Executive Branch offices and in the upper ranks of the military, 
were more or less able to articulate that single sentence.
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No more. As Walter Russell Mead put it recently, “the habit of 
supremacy developed in the last generation” caused the “strategic 
dimension, in the sense of managing intractable relations with actual 
or potential geopolitical adversaries, [to] largely disappear … from 
American foreign policy debates.” That, in turn, has allowed the 
recurrence of those legal and moral modes of thinking about foreign 
and national security policy that George Kennan and many others 
tirelessly warned against. What passes for thought about strategic 
problems now transpires through what Mead calls “an uncomplicated 
atmosphere of Whig determinism” that manages to somehow turn 
Anglo-American institutions and values into supposed universal best 
practice.

This is not a partisan issue. Both American liberals and conservatives, 
Democrats and Republicans, each in their own ways, have long been 
bridled to Whig views of history. Both were disciplined from indulging 
in excessive secular messianism during the Cold War by the realism-
inducing spectre of clear and present dangers. In the Cold War’s wake, 
however, resurgent Whiggery has trumped all — even during and just 
after the shock of 9/11.

The Clinton Administration acted as though the great wave of 
post–Cold War globalisation represented a cosmic confluence of 
American power, interests, and values all wonderfully woven together. 
Strategy was subsumed by multi-dimensional triumph, so that all 
foreign policy need do was remove lingering obstacles and deal with 
the occasional atavistic rogue-regime’s response to the galloping 
obsolescence of its ways of doing business. In consequence, funding for 
the military and foreign assistance plummeted.

The Bush 43 Administration held a similar view, except that the 
now obviously underestimated scale of the aforementioned atavistic 
reactions evoked a more muscular and ambitious promotion of 
presumed universal best practice. For a short time, President Bush’s 
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“forward strategy for freedom” seemed to become the new US grand 
strategy. Unfortunately, the misinterpretation of the origins and nature 
of the 9/11 problem, as it careened through the prism of American 
exceptionalism, led to decisions that compounded US burdens and 
devalued resources, in the form of America’s alliances and its “soft 
power” reservoirs, that had long been vital to US grand strategy.

To take a signal example of the former, while the principal military 
instruments of US grand strategy are its Navy and Air Force, the 
doubled US defence budget in the decade after 9/11 overwhelmingly 
flowed to the Army and the Marines as the recapitalisation of the Navy 
and the Air Force languished. Had American leaders recognised and 
affirmed what US grand strategy actually was, launching and (mis)
fighting two land wars in Asia Minor would have been the last things 
they would have chosen to do. By the time the second Bush term ended, 
the pre-9/11 strategy had not been restored, though US military and 
diplomatic activities remained wedded to it. But no replacement stood 
in its place as the 2008 economic crisis descended.

With that shock there soon came a new American administration 
preoccupied with domestic problems and even more prone than its 
post-Cold War predecessors to think in legal-moral categories rather 
than in strategic ones. The combination, with rare “kinetic” exceptions 
such as the misadventure in Libya and the failed “surge” in Afghanistan, 
has turned US foreign policy into an extended duck-and-cover drill. 
These tendencies are illustrated in the Syria and Iran policy portfolios, 
where a focus on non-proliferation issues has related to second tier the 

“US commitments to allies have nowhere 
been formally rescinded, but the credibility 

is now everywhere doubted.”
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larger strategic stakes raised by the cases seen separately, and especially 
seen together. Meanwhile, the “pivot to Asia” of the first Obama term 
was misframed as an either-or choice, and its naval and air force 
components remain too resource-straitened for either adversaries or 
allies to yet take it very seriously.

Insofar as there is any larger thinking about strategy in the current 
administration, perhaps a coherent view actually does exist despite the 
appearance of ad hocery. That view, an optimistic or benign realism, is 
said to posit that the United States can withdraw from virtually all 
European and most Middle Eastern issues without risk because a more 
or less friendly post-American balance of power is latent in the structure 
of international affairs and will bloom forth if only America gets out 
of the way and lets it do so. 

Such a view, identified with a neo-offshore balancing perspective, 
certainly exists in academic circles. Whether this view is truly 
characteristic of high-level Obama Administration thinking is difficult 
to know. The signs are ambiguous. Even outward indications of the 
existence of a coherent strategic view, such as the 2010 roll-out of the 
Navy–Air Force “Air-Sea Battle” construct — a quintessential offshore 
balancing proposition — sometimes turn out to be less than meets the 
eye. In that case, the rollout reflected less a substantive or doctrinal 
adjustment and more a joint attempt by two beleaguered services to 
advance their claims to larger defence budget shares.

Perhaps a switch from a forward-deployment method of preventing 
hostile hegemons in favour of an offshore-balancing one is wise. 
Perhaps the United States cannot afford the post–World War strategy 
for political reasons; perhaps, too, it runs more risks than vital US 
interests warrant in a post–Cold War environment. Certainly it is 
irresponsible to maintain commitments without willing the means to 
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redeem them en extremis — that is the sort of derangement of ends 
and means that birthed the Pacific War. Perhaps the anti-hegemonic 
state-based objective itself is outdated, and that the threat of 
apocalyptical terrorism joined to weapons of mass destruction is now 
the principle problem to be addressed.

One would think that, under the circumstances, Americans among 
themselves and with allies would be discussing these issues. After all, 
differing means of executing an anti-hegemonic strategy demand 
different mixes of military-technical, intelligence, diplomatic, financial, 
and other skill sets. Each requires different kinds of alliances and asks 
different things of allies. Some regions seem more amenable to stable 
do-it-yourself local balances than others; but which are which? The 
potentially destabilising consequences of transitioning from one posture 
to the other, too, need to be thought through. 

Unfortunately, little in the way of a strategic debate is discernible 
in Washington, either within the administration at high levels or among 
the political class at large. There is still little recognition here in 
Washington even of what US grand strategy has been for nearly the 
past seventy years, hence no basis from which to discuss alternatives. 
Instead, US thinking, if one can call it that, is being driven by financial 
strictures, some of them, like sequestration, self-inflicted beyond 
necessity or logic. In short, the United States is sliding toward an 
offshore-balancing grand strategy by default, without discussing its 
implications and without even calling it by its proper name.

A nation does not have a grand strategy if those responsible for 
devising and implementing it cannot articulate what it is. American 
grand strategy thus seems to have suffered a strange, silent death. One 
wishes to say rest in peace, as with any saddening death, but that wish 
may very well go unrequited. Although relatively few Americans have 
noticed the problem, senior figures among several allies and associates 
have. American commitments to allies have nowhere been formally 
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rescinded, but the credibility of those commitments is now everywhere 
doubted. Even America’s larger competitors have reason to be anxious, 
for when the rule-maker and provider of global common security goods 
for more than half a century appears to suddenly abdicate much of 
that role, uncertainty and perhaps a bit of trouble cannot be far 
behind. n
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The biggest threat to America’s security and 
prosperity comes not from abroad but from within. The 
United States has jeopardised its ability to act effectively in 
the world because of runaway domestic spending, 
underinvestment in human and physical capital, an 
avoidable financial crisis, an unnecessarily slow recovery, 
a war in Iraq that was flawed from the outset and a war in 
Afghanistan that became flawed as its purpose evolved, 
recurring fiscal deficits, and deep political divisions. 

For the United States to continue to act successfully 
abroad, it must restore the domestic foundations of its 
power. Foreign policy needs to begin at home, now and for 
the foreseeable future. In other words: less foreign policy 
of the sort the United States has conducted since the Second 
World War and more emphasis on domestic investment 
and policy reform.

Since the publication of my book Foreign Policy Begins 
at Home last year (which Jacob Heilbrunn reviewed in 

Put America’s 
house in order
Washington should reorder priorities in favour of domestic 
reforms and a more discriminatory foreign policy 
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American Review) I have been making these arguments across the 
United States. For someone like me, a card-carrying member of the 
foreign policy establishment for nearly four decades, my thesis borders 
on heresy.

What got me to this point? More than anything else, it started with 
the second Iraq war (begun in 2003) and the Afghan troop surge 
initiated in 2009. I mention both because my differences over the 
trajectory of American foreign policy are not with a single party. Many 
participants in the foreign policy debate in both parties appear to have 
forgotten the injunction of former President John Quincy Adams that 
America “goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroy,” along with 
the lessons of Vietnam about the limits of military force and the 
tendency of local realities to prevail over global abstractions. 

As was the case with Vietnam, neither Iraq nor Afghanistan (as of 
2009) was a war of necessity; more important, neither was a justifiable 
war of choice. In both cases, the interests at stake were decidedly less 
than vital. In both cases, alternative policies were available that 
promised outcomes of comparable benefit to the United States at far 
less cost. And in both cases, history and even a cursory study of the 
societies in question suggested that ambitious attempts to refashion the 
workings and political cultures of these countries would founder. What 
is more, all this was predictable at the time. 

Now, with the advantage of hindsight, we can see that more than a 
decade of enormous sacrifice has hurt this country’s reputation for 
judgement and competence and failed to produce results in any way 
commensurate with the human, military, and economic costs of the 
undertaking. Such an imbalance between means and ends makes no 
strategic sense at the best of times. It is even less defensible now, when 
the United States faces difficult challenges to solvency. 

To be sure, the United States is and will remain for some time first 
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among unequals. It boasts the world’s largest economy and most capable 
armed forces. There is no peer competitor on the horizon. Nor has the 
United States acted in a way that has provoked a direct challenge. Add 
to this America’s unique demographics, the best higher education system 
in the world, and the potential for renewed economic growth, and it is 
clear that the 21st century could mark the second great American 
century. 

There is nothing inevitable, however, about American sway over 
this young century. The advantages the United States enjoys are neither 
permanent nor sufficient to ensure continued primacy. The country is 
clearly underperforming. What makes the situation particularly 
worrisome are a large number of internal developments, including a 
burgeoning deficit and debt, crumbling infrastructure, second-class 
schools, an outdated immigration system, and the prospect for a 
prolonged period of low economic growth. 

Many of the foundations of US power are eroding; the effect, 
however, is not limited to a deteriorating transportation system or jobs 
that go unfilled or overseas owing to a lack of qualified American 
workers. To the contrary, shortcomings at home directly threaten 
America’s ability to project power and exert influence overseas, to 
compete in the global marketplace, to generate the resources needed to 
promote the full range of US interests abroad, and to set a compelling 
example that will influence the thinking and behaviour of others. As a 

“The United States cannot thrive at home 
in a world of turmoil — and the world 
will move in the direction of turmoil 

absent US leadership.”
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result, the ability of the United States to act and lead in the world is 
diminishing. 

It helps to think of national security as a two-sided coin. One side 
is foreign policy – what a country does abroad, be it diplomatic, military, 
or in some other realm. The other side is more internal or domestic – 
all that a country does (or fails to do) to strengthen its economy and 
society. A country’s national security reflects what it is doing in both 
domains. Grand strategy is what a country does to advance its national 
security.

It is thus necessary to add a third threat to US national security, 
one related to but different than both over-reach abroad and under-
performance at home. Call it “under-reach”: the risk posed by what 
appears to be a growing lack of understanding by many Americans of 
the close relationship between the state of the world – how much 
stability, how much prosperity – and the state of the United States. The 
result is that isolationism is making something of a comeback.

Like under-performance and over-reach, isolationism stems from 
within the body politic and crosses party lines. And as is the case with 
political dysfunction, it raises questions in the minds of others about 
American reliability, something that tends to lead friends to act more 
independently and foes more assertively.

Isolationism can be a deliberate strategy or the result of cavalier 
disregard for the implications of domestic policies for the US role in the 
world. It can be spurred, as well, by those who exaggerate the costs of 
what it takes to be effective in the world and the consequences of those 
costs for what needs doing at home, be it improving schools or 
infrastructure. The reality is that at or near current levels of spending 
on defense there is no guns versus butter tension in US national security; 
to the contrary, the United States can and should have its cake and eat 
it.
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No matter what the inspiration, the emergence of modern 
isolationism is deeply troubling. The United States cannot thrive at 
home in a world of turmoil – and the world will move in the direction 
of turmoil absent consistent American leadership. This is not hubris but 
a statement of fact: order cannot be expected to just materialise, and no 
other country or group of countries has the capacity and commitment 
to bring it about. American foreign policy needs to begin at home, but 
it cannot end there.

Expressed differently, isolationism would be folly. Even if it wanted 
to, the United States could not wall itself off from global threats such 
as terrorism, nuclear proliferation, trade and investment protectionism, 
pandemic disease, climate change, or a loss of access to financial energy 
or mineral resources. The US government must be active in addressing 
these threats. 

But the United States must also become significantly more 
discriminating in choosing what it does in the world and how it does it. 
Hard choices need to be made. It is not simply that it needs to recognise 
that the limits to its resources require it to be exacting in setting 
priorities; it must also recognise the limits to its influence. The United 
States needs to rethink what it seeks to accomplish abroad. Americans 
must distinguish between the desirable and the vital as well as between 
the feasible and the impossible. It also means Americans must resist 
wars of choice where the interests at stake are less than vital and where 
there are alternatives to the use of force. We cannot remake other 
societies in our image. 

For the past two decades, American foreign policy, consumed with 
remaking large parts of the greater Middle East, has quite simply 
overreached. There is a strong case to be made that US attention and 
efforts should be better distributed around the world, with greater focus 
on the increasingly critical Asia-Pacific region and the Western 
Hemisphere and somewhat less on the Middle East. There is an even 
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stronger case that US foreign policy should focus not so much on what 
other countries are within their borders and more on what they do 
outside their borders.

To mount an effective foreign policy, the United States must also 
put its house in order. That means fixing broken public schools, 
repairing or replacing aged infrastructure, putting into place a 
comprehensive energy strategy, modernising immigration policy, 
reforming health care, negotiating new trade accords, lowering 
individual and corporate taxes, reining in spending on entitlements, 
and reducing debt as a share of GDP. These steps would facilitate a 
return to the high levels of economic growth that America enjoyed in 
much of the post–World War II era but that have been out of reach over 
recent years.

It is not too late for the United States to put its house in order. It is 
not simply a case of necessity; currently it has an extraordinary 
opportunity to do so. The world is a relatively forgiving place now and 
for the foreseeable future. There is no 21st century equivalent to what 
Germany was in the first half of the 20th century and the Soviet Union 
was in the second. 

The alleged other great powers — China, the European Union, 
Japan, and Russia — are not all that great. None has the means to 
overthrow the existing order and none is committed to doing so. Each 
is largely occupied with its own economic, social, and political problems. 
Meanwhile, challenges from the likes of Iran, North Korea, and al 
Qaeda, while significant, are neither global nor existential. The point 
here is that the United States is fortunate to have something of a strategic 
respite. 

What stands in the way of the next American century, however, is 
American politics. To paraphrase Walter Kelly’s comic strip Pogo, we 
have met the problem, and we are it. Special interests often crowd out 
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the general national interest. Partisanship can be healthy, but not when 
it leads to an inability to govern and to make difficult choices. This is 
especially the case, considering the 21st century’s 24/7 internet and 
media environment. 

Either Americans resolve their political dysfunction, rethink their 
foreign policy and restore the foundations of American power — and 
in the process provide another century of American leadership — or 
the United States will increasingly find itself at the mercy of what 
happens beyond its borders and beyond its control. Such an outcome 
would not be in the interests of either the world or the country. The 
good news is that such a future can be headed off if the United States 
does what most Americans already know needs doing. n
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As soon as US special forces hit the ground in 
Afghanistan to topple the Taliban government three 
weeks after 9/11, talk of a potential “Afghanistan 
syndrome” was revived on the opinion pages of the New 
York Times, echoing the “Vietnam syndrome” of the 
1970s. 

The “Vietnam syndrome” was essentially a reluctance 
to use military power to achieve national interests, but it 
was accompanied by a cultural shunning of the men and 
women who had fought in Vietnam. It was a strategic 
reappraisal but tinged with an almost emotional trauma 
that briefly exercised a paralysing effect on US foreign 
policy. Ronald Reagan, in a 1980 presidential campaign 
speech to a Veterans of Foreign Wars group, coined the 
phrase as a critique of predecessor Jimmy Carter’s foreign 
policy. He suggested a more aggressive, but still cautious, 
remedy:

The Afghanistan
syndrome 
The United States bounced back from Vietnam, but it is unlikely 
to reassert its global leadership role after its latest setback 

By Scott Smith 
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“There is a lesson for all of us in Vietnam. If we are forced to 
fight, we must have the means and determination to prevail 
or we will not have what it takes to secure the peace. And 
while we are at it, let us tell those who fought in that war 
that we will never again ask young men to fight and possibly 
die in a war our government is afraid to allow them to win.”

What had been shocking about the failure in Vietnam was that it 
challenged a belief shaped by decades of American history that US 
power, if decisively applied, could achieve anything, anywhere, if it 
wanted to. America had not experienced military defeat since 1812, 
when it was still, in Brewster Denny’s phrase, the “triumphant 
weakling” of a successful revolution. 

According to President George H.W. Bush, the syndrome was 
buried in the Arabian sands following the decisive victory over 
Saddam Hussein in Operation Desert Storm in 1991. World order 
was restored, American prestige was elevated, and its troops came 
home to effusive victory parades. That was followed by another 
decade of arguably successful, if smaller and contained, military 
interventions. Not only was military engagement to defend military 
interests relegitimised, but a doctrine of “humanitarian intervention,” 
where US military force was deployed to right global wrongs, also 
gained currency. 

The intervention in Afghanistan could be easily justified under 
any of these doctrines: it was a response to a direct attack, it 
conformed to US interest, and it was a chance to right a long-running 
humanitarian disaster. But as an Asian land war against an indigenous 
armed movement claiming to act in the name of national liberation 
that drew in increasing numbers of US troops by a military 
establishment that claimed victory was around the corner, Afghanistan 
also began to look a lot more like Vietnam, as the early pundits 
noticed. It is not too early to begin wondering what effect the 
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bipartisan-supported “good war” in Afghanistan will have on 
America’s view of itself in the world, now that the United States is 
withdrawing without being able to claim any sort of victory. 

The impact of the Afghan intervention on America will partly depend 
on what the United States will leave behind in Afghanistan. What 
Afghanistan will look like several years from now is a perhaps 
surprisingly open question, given the intensity of America’s 
involvement, the breadth of its alliance, and the endless plans and 
communiqués that described the Afghanistan it intended to build. 

Having quietly given up on the more ambitious of those democratic 
nation-building plans, the stated policy of the United States is to 
ensure that Afghanistan will no longer become a haven for 
international terrorism, nor a threat to its neighbors, in particular to 
an increasingly unstable and nuclear-armed Pakistan. US policy has 
reconciled itself to the fact that this might require a negotiated 
solution between the Afghan government and the Taliban insurgency.

Should the policy of a negotiated end to the war fail, the most 
likely scenario is of ongoing instability in rural Afghanistan but little 
chance the Taliban will be anything more than a literally bloody 
nuisance in the cities, and no real chance that they topple the 
government in Kabul. This may be enough to prevent Afghanistan 
from being a terrorist haven, but that is perhaps irrelevant given that 
anti-US terrorist groups have found other havens.

The Taliban run local shadow governments that exert some 
authority over some parts of the rural south in particular. But they do 
not have the military capacity to take and hold ground and they do 
not have a governing ideology that has any meaning beyond the 
village level, nor allegiances that extend beyond the Pashtun south. 
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Their program is essentially negative: to contest the government and 
to deny it space. Their strategy is denial, their terrain is psychological 
and their tactic is fear. This paradoxically makes them the ideal vehicle 
to accommodate various armed groups, mostly Pashtun like 
themselves, who have felt dispossessed and harassed by the Kabul 
government. 

What holds the insurgency together is a combination of several 
factors: a hard ideological core that is pure enough to attract sufficient 
foot soldiers willing to die in spectacular asymmetric attacks that gain 
no territory; sanctuary provided by Pakistan; and an organisational 
structure that is effective and flexible enough to empower other non-
ideological groups who share their rejection of the legitimacy of the 
Kabul government. The Islamist ideology provides the inspiration for 
the spectacular attacks, and their effective propaganda that portrays 
the Kabul government as installed and controlled by foreigners 
inspires the embittered but less ideological guerilla groups. The 
presence of international troops and their use of tactics such as house 
raids that infuriate Afghans is another factor in the frustration-driven 
armed opposition to both the government and US soldiers. The US’s 
use of the military to pursue two simultaneous and sometimes-
contradicting goals, “nation-building” and “counter-terrorism”, 
contributed to the lack of effectiveness on the ground and confusion 
in the minds of Afghans.

The government that the Taliban are fighting against is a 
government in name only. State institutions have been set up with 

“There is a striking contrast in foreign-
policy attitudes between the elite and 

majority opinion America.”
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international assistance and sustained by international money. The 
Afghans who preside over these institutions are linked by a web of 
mutual corruption, as they vie with each other to maintain access to 
financial opportunities the state-building project has got. President 
Hamid Karzai presides over this nucleus. His strength has been to 
ensure sufficient access to patronage by those who would otherwise 
be the most dangerous spoilers, but the cost of this has been a massive 
increase in corruption, a loss of faith in his government, a stifling of 
the efforts of genuine reformers, and a discrediting of the democratic 
instrument, which is now largely perceived as a cynical means of 
legitimising a ruling elite which is delegitimised by every other move 
it makes.

This elite has been backed by a US–led international military 
coalition whose efforts have been thwarted by the complexity of 
Afghanistan’s operating environment. Both its physical terrain and its 
“human terrain” have made it difficult to distinguish friend from foe 
and support the former while attacking the latter. Most insurgents 
are not fighting to restore a Taliban government in Kabul, but have 
taken up arms against the Karzai government, whose representatives 
at the local level have used their formal power to settle long-standing 
informal disputes, leaving the losers a choice between acquiescing to 
this abuse of power or joining the insurgency. There are too many 
guns in Afghanistan and too many opportunities for resistance for 
abuses of government power not to turn into armed opposition.

The failure of the international coalition to defeat the insurgency 
comprehensively at an early stage has itself fed the insurgency. Among 
those who are not fighting the government are those hedging their 
bets, cooperating with insurgents out of calculation or of fear. As the 
British general and former commander of the International Security 
Assistance Force David Richards, pointed out, “The Afghans, until 
you can prove that you can militarily win, are not going to give you 
their hearts because they just cannot afford to take the wrong decision, 
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back the wrong horse.”

The only hope now — and it is a slim one — of maintaining 
enough stability to allow more constructive political actors to emerge, 
including the 75 per cent of Afghans who are under the age of 30, 
who have been exposed to the modern world, and who have the most 
to lose from the short-sightedness of their elders, is a credible election 
in 2014. Karzai is constitutionally unable to run again. The emergence 
through a genuine election of a new governing team might not only 
re-legitimise the government and take away some of the Taliban 
propaganda points (as will the withdrawal of international troops), 
but begin to implement some of the obvious reforms that could undo 
the worst of the current abuses. Such a government would give 
something for the still uneven Afghan army to defend, as long as the 
international community kept paying its costs. If this were combined 
with a decisive shift in Pakistani policy, which we may be beginning 
to see due to Pakistan’s growing fear of its own instability at the 
hands of its homegrown insurgency, there is a chance for a minimal 
political order to emerge from the fighting. Unfortunately for the 
modern forward-looking Afghans — and there are many — the 
endurance of that order will probably ultimately depend on some 
form of political accommodation with the Taliban, dashing the 
democratic dreams with which this enterprise began, but perhaps re-
defining Afghan political order more in line with the country’s 
unfortunate realities and its traumatic historical legacies.

That is a rather meagre outcome for the significant investments made 
in blood, money, and prestige. Not only have the “nation-builders” 
failed in Afghanistan, so have the “counter-terrorists.” The alleged 
“decimation” of al Qaeda in Afghanistan and the spectacular killing 
of Osama bin Laden have done little to thwart the reach of the 
movement.
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Despite this, the US foreign policy establishment, in both parties, 
seems committed to the Global War on Terror (GWOT) mentality that 
instability almost anywhere, let alone in the strategic areas it is now 
occurring — the Sahel, the Maghreb, Syria, Egypt, Yemen — represents 
a strategic threat to the United States, and therefore demands a 
response. The universalisation of sense of threat leads to a lack of 
discrimination in analysing security threats, and this makes the 
articulation of true strategy — which must combine means with ends 
— impossible.

The fact that there is no such strategic thinking has led to the ad-
hoc approach that we have seen recently in the Middle East. The 
restraint exercised by the Obama Administration in Libya and Syria 
was driven more by reflexive war-weariness rather than strategic 
calculation. The implosion of order in the former and the all-out civil 
war in the latter will fuel the arguments of critics who pushed for a 
heavier intervention, and who will argue, despite the evidence of 
Afghanistan and Iraq, that a more significant intervention would have 
impeded a descent into anarchy.

The domestic reaction, however, against the proposed use of force 
in Syria, even when defined as minimal, and even in response to the 
grotesque use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime, shows that 
the GWOT mentality shared by political elites is not shared by many 
Americans. After Vietnam, both elites and the people drew the same 
conclusions about the wisdom of future security engagements. The 
domino theory, by which the fall of Vietnam to Communism would 

“President Obama’s restraint is 
driven by reflexive war-weariness 
rather than strategic calculation.”
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lead to the fall of Asia to Communism, exercised in the early 1960s 
the same grip on policy that the GWOT mentality does today. It was 
discarded after the failure to prevent the first domino from falling. 
Because the GWOT deals with more existential threats to the American 
homeland, and lacks any policy rivals, it maintains its grip despite the 
clear failures in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Today there is a divergence between foreign policy elites and a 
substantial part of the voting public about the wisdom of the GWOT 
mentality. The fact that the security imperatives of the latter have 
spilled into the domestic realm — whether in the form of intrusive 
and bothersome security checks at airports or the more sinister 
revelations of a national security apparatus possibly being used 
against US citizens — has deepened the sense of distrust between the 
government and its people. The government’s inability to attain its 
nation-building objectives in the places where it has most invested in 
the GWOT contributes to this distrust.

At an instinctive level, as our government lurches from crisis to 
crisis, Americans might begin to confront the possibility that their 
inability to bring stability, democracy, and prosperity to Afghanistan 
is to some degree a reflection of what they have forgotten about the 
sources of their own stability, democracy, and prosperity. President 
Obama was appealing to this instinct with his re-election refrain 
about the need for “nation-building at home.” And that may be the 
main difference between the post-Afghanistan and the post-Vietnam 
era. While Vietnam had deeply affected the credibility of the military 
establishment, Reagan was able to win an election five years after the 
fall of Saigon by tapping into the optimism of the electorate, hinting, 
as in the speech cited in the beginning of this article, that the failure 
was due to a lack of determination. Now there is a sense that either 
the nation does not have the capacity to resolve problems like 
Afghanistan, or that the resources it would take would be so significant 
that Afghanistan-like stabilisation efforts can no longer be 
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contemplated as a means of effectively addressing the myriad threats 
the United States faces from multiple zones of instability. The plaintive 
conservative calls for “another Reagan” during the soul-searching 
after the 2012 presidential defeat miss the point. We are dealing with 
another America. n
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There is a large body of opinion that holds that the 
21st Century is to be the Asian or Asia-Pacific century 
and that China will be the prime driving force in creating 
a new regional order. In the eyes of many, Napoleon’s 
famous prediction that when the sleeping giant China 
awoke it would shake the world seems to be about to 
come true.

It is widely held that if China’s GDP continues to 
grow at the rate achieved in the last three decades it will, 
by 2030, if not earlier, overtake that of the United States. 
This has led to many commentators forecasting that 
China, like all rising great powers, would in due course 
demand its place in the sun.

This conclusion — based on a simple linear projection 
of China’s economic development under a stable 
government and a similarly simple assumption that China 
could parlay its economic power into political influence 

Nationalism and the 
rise of China 
The Communist leadership could remake itself as an anti-Western 
nationalist party, struggling against US–led encirclement 
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— ignores internal social and political dynamics. The Chinese 
communist-capitalists have not yet experienced the normal busts 
which follow the booms of the free market system. They have not 
experienced a major economic recession, let alone a great depression, 
though some argue that the protests leading up to the Tiananmen 
Square massacre were precipitated by an economic downturn. When 
such a major nationwide economic crisis does take place, it is likely 
that all the socio-psychological tensions inherent in modernisation 
will come to the fore and the Communist Party’s right to govern will 
be tested to the full.

It is questionable whether the Communist Party will be able to 
retain its “Mandate of Heaven.” As the history of nationalism in the 
West and Japan shows, modernising peoples at the critical point of 
transformation need new myths to give meaning to their new world 
and to legitimise their allegiance to the state. But these myths have to 
be credible. Although the Marxist philosophy of the Chinese 
revolution still informs the rites and symbols of the state, this 
definition of China has to a very large extent lost its virtue. In schools 
and universities the required courses on Marxism are no more than 
empty formalities. In the country at large the practice of capitalism 
has made a mockery of the promise of communism.

The Communist leaders, recognising this, have already taken 
steps to strengthen their claims to be nationalists. They suppress 
ethnic Tibetan, Uighur, and Mongolian secessionists in their western 
outlying provinces, defy Western critics who make heroes of Chinese 
intellectual dissenters, and denounce Japan’s school readers that 
downplay its imperial past, especially its responsibility for the Nanjing 
massacre. Indeed, the latest Chinese history textbooks in Shanghai 
make gestures towards a new nationalist sensibility. The controlling 
narrative is no longer set in terms of class warfare, of the Marxist 
dialectic of slavery, feudalism, capitalism, and socialism but rather 
takes the evolution of Chinese civilisation, of the Han people’s 5000 
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years of continuous history, as the central unifying principle. They 
have to a large extent expunged the peasant revolts from the story 
and instead heap praise on those who have fought for Confucian 
unity and harmony.

What will proceed from this discarding of the post-1950 
revolutionary myth is unclear. Some Western scholars, especially 
Americans, are inclined to see liberal economics leading to liberal 
politics and the Chinese moving step by step towards something 
approaching a Western type of democracy. If these optimists prove to 
be correct then Francis Fukuyama’s claim that the fall of the Soviet 
Union marked the “end of history” might seem more plausible.

But lacking any experience of multi-party democracy, peaceful 
transfers of power, loyal oppositions, separation of the executive and 
the judiciary, or a free press, this self-flattering Western vision does 
not seem to offer a feasible prospect. Even a movement towards a 
reformation which releases the hold of the Communist Party over the 
reins of power is more likely to create chaos and war-lordism than an 
effective liberal state.

The more likely outcome is that the Communist Party will, by 
attempting to exploit a widely shared folk memory of a 200 year 
history of humiliation at the hands of Western and Japanese 
imperialists, remake itself as an anti-Western nationalist party, 
struggling against Western encirclement. But whether this transition 

“When China succumbs to an economic 
downturn, it is likely all the 

socio-psychological tensions inherent 
in modernisation will come to the fore.”
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would be achieved without stirring up internal divisions is an open 
question. There is considerable hostility towards the so-called 
“princelings,” namely the highly privileged children of the Communist 
Party heroes who endured the Long March and fought to create the 
People’s Republic. Much will depend on the People’s Liberation Army. 

If the ideological revolution, by whatever means, were carried 
through peacefully, then the new rulers might create an authoritarian 
or totalitarian nationalist regime not unlike those that spread through 
continental Europe in the first half of the last century. If this were to 
be the case then it would in all likelihood suppress even more 
rigorously the non-Han ethnic communities in the western provinces, 
annex Taiwan, push more forcefully for control over the disputed 
rocky outcrops and the surrounding seabed resources in the South 
and East China seas, and demand respect for the Chinese diaspora in 
South-East Asia.

The first is fully within its power. The second, analogous to 
Hitler’s march into Austria, might well be accomplished without 
American intervention; the West has already conceded in principle 
that Taiwan is a province of China. The third would be riskier in that 
it would stir up anti-Chinese feeling along the whole western Pacific 
and would produce a much greater possibility of American 
intervention. The last, though responding to strong domestic national 
feelings, would, if the Chinese were to attempt to use force or threats 
of force, face them with logistical difficulties. It would have the effect 
of uniting South-East Asia against the Chinese, and cause the 
Americans to take counter measures. This alternative, though it might 
seem to have some similarities to Nazi Germany’s claims on 
Sudetenland, is not for a number of reasons comparable.

Would the hubris of superpower nationalism tempt China to take 
great risks? Would it replicate the irrationality and fanaticism of the 
Japanese in the era of the Pacific War? The greatest deterrent to such 
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aggressive actions, especially in the case of the last two possibilities, 
would be the recognition that any military confrontation between 
China and America, even if begun with conventional weapons, could 
contain within it the likelihood of escalation to some form of a nuclear 
war.

To be sure, in drawing a comparison between the European and 
Japanese nationalist response to the crisis of modernisation and that 
of China, one should take into account the changed nature of the 
contemporary international framework. Unlike the League of Nations, 
the United Nations has a near universal membership and has a very 
active role not only in humanitarian, social welfare, health, and 
cultural affairs but also in peacekeeping and peace enforcing, even if 
in the latter respect this has only been accepted for very small failed 
states. 

Today, there are also other international institutions such as the 
IMF and the WTO which regulate specific elements of international 
relations. Moreover, in every region of the world, there are other 
government-sponsored organisations which aim at fostering co-
operation and mediating local disputes. Further, as a result of the 
globalisation of the world’s economies and the widespread systems of 
digital communication, many people are connected across national 
frontiers and are linked by an extensive range of professional and 
other Non-Government Organisations. There is also a growing 
awareness that nations have a common interest in co-operating to 

“Any military confrontation between 
China and America could contain 

within it the likelihood of escalation 
to some form of a nuclear war.”
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solve problems that affect the survival of the planet, such as global 
warming, environmental destruction, pandemics, and the spread of 
weapons of mass destruction.

But even after making allowance for these significant steps 
towards global peace and justice, it is important to recognise that the 
process of modernisation in East Asia, as in other parts of the 
developing world, is still proceeding. It seems not impossible that a 
rising great power such as China might still adopt an aggressive 
nationalism that would menace the region and even bring about 
military conflict. n
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Chicago is a city mesmerised by planning. Blame it on Daniel Burnham.

About a century ago, Burnham, a Chicago architect, drew up a Plan 
of Chicago, to guide the city as it developed in the 20th century. To a 
considerable degree, Burnham’s prescriptions for Chicago’s lakefront, 
boulevards, railway stations, and parks came to pass. Chicago still thrives 
on Burnham’s vision.

For the past three months, the Chicago Tribune has been campaigning 
for a New Plan of Chicago. The campaign invokes Burnham’s plan 
at every turn. But the two plans couldn’t be more different, and the 

Left behind
Chicago is bequeathing an urban jungle 

to the next generation
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difference underlines what has happened to America’s old industrial 
cities in the wake of deindustrialisation and the arrival of the global era.

Burnham focused on the Loop, the city’s downtown core splaying 
out from its splendid lakefront. It dealt mostly with the city’s physical 
layout, not how its millions of people would earn their living. This was 
the dawn of the industrial age, and Chicago’s leaders assumed the jobs 
would always be there: a vibrant Loop would be a centrepiece for a 
prosperous city. If it wasn’t as easy as that, it’s still pretty much how it 
worked out.

The Tribune is ignoring the Loop, which is doing fine. It focuses 
instead on Chicago’s neighbourhoods — more specifically, on the mostly 
black inner city ghettos that have come to define urban pathology in the 
post-industrial era.

Chicago today is almost literally two cities. One is Burnham’s 
Chicago, the Loop and the gentrifying neighbourhoods, mostly near 
Lake Michigan or on the north side. This Chicago has bounced back 
from the Rust Belt depths on the strength of global business services, big 
universities, tourism, and a growing high tech economy. Most rankings 
put it in the top ten among global cities.

For the other Chicago, globalisation is no more than a rumour. 
This other Chicago has become an international byword for inner 
city violence, gang warfare, mindless murder, dismal education, and a 
generational hopelessness. The well-intentioned Tribune series advocates 
some useful palliative measures — turning closed schools into homeless 
shelters or designating some parks as “refuges” safe from violence. But 
its problems run too deep for this.

Two Chicagos spring from the same era, the sunburst of heavy 
industry that once made Chicago the “City of the Big Shoulders.”
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Immigrants came from around the world to work in the city’s mills, 
factories, and stockyards. So, from about 1910 until 1960, did black 
Southerners, fleeing the racial oppression and poverty in the South in 
search of a better life in the North. About 6 million African Americans 
came north, with hundreds of thousands of them settling in Chicago, 
because that’s where the jobs were.

Legal residential segregation confined these arrivals to enclaves on 
the south and west sides of the city. But these ghettos were economically 
integrated, home not only to factory workers but to teachers, business 
people, and other middle- and upper class blacks. The workers themselves 
were poor but not destitute, earning a living wage, living mostly in intact 
families.

Starting in the 1960s, two things happened. First, the big factories 
and steel mills that provided most of the jobs for unskilled labour went 
away — at first to the suburbs or the South, later to Mexico and Asia. 
Second, legal segregation ended and anyone who could leave the ghetto 
— the more educated and skilled, mostly — did so.

Everyone else was left behind, without jobs or hope. Today, it’s their 
descendants — the third or fourth generation by now — who live in these 
decayed neighbourhoods. Most of these areas carry verdant names — 
Englewood, North Lawndale, West Garfield Park — but they are killing 
fields of broken families, drug wars, and 50 per cent unemployment rates.

There’s more to this than race. As the Harvard sociologist William 
Julius Wilson wrote, these people are in the ghettoes because they’re 
black but they stay there because they’re poor. Not all Chicago blacks 
are poor: many have moved out into the middle class. Nor are all whites 
privileged: many belong to the beleaguered lower middle class that may 
be sliding into a new underclass of its own. (In the middle is the vast 
population of immigrants working low-paid jobs and struggling to get a 
toehold in the economy.)
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Chicago, like all cities, has always had its rich and poor. But this 
is different. The old industrial economy embraced the city and all its 
residents. The new global economy has left the two halves of Chicago 
living virtually in different centuries.

From Lawndale or Englewood, jobless residents can easily see the 
skyscrapers of the Loop but have no idea how to find a job there. The 
city’s highway system is laid out so that its global citizens can zip from 
home to airport to office without ever seeing the ghettos or its people.

One recent statistic put this division in stark terms. Chicago reaped 
unwanted headlines for its murder epidemic. But virtually all these 
street slayings took place in only a few neighbourhoods. Englewood 
has a murder rate of 60 per 100,000 residents; the rate in the globally-
connected parts of Chicago is 3.3 — higher than Sydney but about the 
same as Toronto. What’s more, this lower figure has been falling for years 
while the rate in the ghettos was rising, at least until recently.

Daniel Hertz of the University of Chicago, who compiled these 
figures, saw them as vivid evidence of growing inequality — in income, 
in education, even in a young person’s chance of living to adulthood.

This pathology defines many old industrial cities: the homicide rate 
is worse in places like Detroit and Cleveland. But these are basically 
impoverished cities, totally left behind by the global economy, without 
the two-cities contrast that disfigures Chicago.

Chicago needs not one plan but two — one for its global core, 
another to repair the damage done to its inner-city neighbourhoods. 
Only when both halves occupy the same economy can we think about a 
true new Plan of Chicago. n
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President Obama’s second term is careening 
wildly off course, and everyone seems to know it but the 
President — especially when it comes to his imploding, 
eponymous health-care program Obamacare. The website 
rollout was a disaster, five million people have been 
dropped from their insurance plans, premium and 
deductible costs have spiked, and doctor networks are 
shrinking dramatically. The President’s approval ratings 
have dropped below 40 per cent. The message from the 
White House, to date? Nothing to see here, folks, move 
along. Obamacare is here to stay, and you’ll learn to like 
it. 

Autocrats may use such tactics, but American 
presidents generally don’t. Why would President Obama 
pursue such a course? Why would he not step up and 
lead? Acknowledge his mistakes, correct them, bargain 
with his political opponents, mend the problems, move 
on? These are questions that Americans on both sides of 
politics are starting to ponder, and they raise worrying 

Sinking fast
Barack Obama’s political decline reflects 
his failure to adapt to changing circumstances 
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conclusions about this president’s character and his intellectual 
capabilities (or lack thereof). 

One thing is certain: Barack Obama is not a man who has ever 
lacked self-confidence. “I’m LeBron, baby. I can play on this level. I 
got some game,” he quipped to a Chicago Tribune reporter in 2004. 
At his Democratic primary nomination victory speech, 2008: “This 
was the moment when the rise of the oceans began to slow and our 
planet began to heal.” In a 2011 CBS interview, “I would put our 
legislative and foreign policy accomplishments in our first two years 
against any president, with the possible exception of Johnson, FDR 
and Lincoln.” Better than Truman, who ended the Second World War? 
Ike, who secured the peace? Reagan, who felled the Soviet empire? 

Yes, every president has to have a healthy ego just to run for the 

nation’s highest office. And Obama was constantly told by an adoring 
media that he was the best, a man of historical import, and the 
apotheosis of liberal aspirations. (To be the first black man to win the 
Oval Office is admittedly no mean feat.) Still, his bravado is 
unparalleled, and importantly, unchallenged. He has no senior advisor, 
no mentor, no pastor, and no father figure. He doesn’t think he needs 
them. Nixon had canny Kissinger; Clinton, wonky Gore; Bush, 
experienced Cheney. Barack Obama chose… Joe Biden. For a reason.

President Obama is also a product of the Ivy League ivory tower, 
a man devoted to big-government, far left-of-centre liberalism. He 

“Why won’t Obama acknowledge his 
mistakes, correct them and bargain with 

his political opponents?”
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rarely debates his ideas with intellectually capable opponents, and 
he’s quick to anger when he does. When Representative Paul Ryan 
dared present an alternative to the President’s budget, Obama berated 
him at a public event, giving the Wisconsin conservative no chance to 
respond. When House leaders trekked to the White House to negotiate 
a compromise, he cut them off and lectured them. “We talked for 30 
seconds, then he talked for 15 minutes,” a person in the room related 
to me. When an Illinois farmer worried about coming agriculture 
regulations at a town hall meeting, the President patronised him and 
told him “don’t always believe what you hear.” Bill Clinton at least 
pretended to feel his political opponents’ pain. Obama doesn’t even 
try.

The President’s utter confidence in himself may explain why he 
ploughed trillions of dollars into the economy for years, despite 
dismal results. The “new normal” for economic growth is a measly 2 
per cent. The coalition that elected the President (African Americans, 
single women, and young voters) has suffered the most, with jobless 
rates soaring into the double digits. Inflation-adjusted incomes are 
falling, which is unprecedented in an economic recovery. Labour 
participation rates are at their lowest levels since the late 1970s, as 
many Americans have simply given up looking for a job. At least 
President Bush manned up when he realised he was failing in Iraq 
and ordered the surge in early 2007, against his advisors’ wishes. 
President Obama has never shown the interest nor capacity to change 
course like that. 

Nor does he seem to be much in charge of the bureaucracy, which 
has produced a barrage of scandals that make Watergate look like a 
high-school prank. The IRS targeted hundreds of conservative groups 
in key swing states before the 2012 election (quite plausibly impacting 
the outcome) and the bureaucracy collectively shrugged. The FBI 
declined to investigate. An ambassador and three other Americans 
were murdered in a terrorist attack in Benghazi, Libya, on the 9/11 
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anniversary. No troops were sent in to help. The killers weren’t 
apprehended, even though reporters have managed to find and 
interview them. In Wisconsin, a prosecutor issued secret subpoenas to 
intimidate political supporters of the Republican governor, Scott 
Walker, in an election year. A judge recently threw out the subpoenas, 
but there was no outrage from the constitutional scholar in the White 
House.

The common thread — that so long as public servants abuse 
conservatives, it’s not a problem, and will be excused by the man in 
the White House, or even tacitly encouraged — makes the President 
look at best like an absent leader, and at worst, a vindictive one. IRS 
scandal? Move on, America. Benghazi? It’s a tragedy but what’s the 
point of rehashing past mistakes? Wisconsin? Where’s that? But if 
there’s a hint of targeting liberals — think Chris Christie’s Bridgegate 
scandal, where there’s no evidence that the governor was aware of or 
ordered political retribution by closing traffic lanes — and suddenly 
it’s game on for the media and Democratic operatives. And the 
President is MIA. That record makes it hard for Republicans to trust 
the White House, which in turn makes it hard to clinch big, second-
term reforms like Ronald Reagan did with Tip O’Neill on tax reform, 
and Clinton, with Newt Gingrich on budget matters. 

But President Obama has made bold moves in foreign policy, you 
say? Yes, mostly to withdraw American leadership from the world. 
The President pulled all US troops from Iraq, leaving that country 
vulnerable to Iran’s advances — and al Qaeda. He mulled punishing 
Syria’s Bashar al Assad after the dictator used chemical weapons, then 
backed down and did a deal to keep him in power. He promised to 
surge troops in Afghanistan, while simultaneously setting a date to 
draw down the American presence there. He ignored Iran’s 
warmongering and allowed the mullahs to keep their nuclear 
capabilities. In Asia, he let China claim Japanese territory with no 
adverse consequences. “Leading from behind” is now the catchphrase 
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associated with the world’s most powerful military. Is it any wonder 
that America’s closest allies in the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and 
Israel, are publicly worrying about a wholesale American retreat?

But perhaps all isn’t lost. Perhaps the Obamacare debacle is a big 
enough disaster to convince even this megalomaniacal president to 
change tack and lead. It is, after all, the law to which his legacy is 
inextricably yoked, and it’s an embarrassment. The administration 
had three years to stitch together government IT systems and couldn’t 
get the website to work for months after the official launch date. 
There are no security systems to protect the confidential data. The 
Spanish-language site looks like something translated by a semi-
literate teenager. When users finally sign up, the site’s back-end churns 
out inaccurate data that’s then shipped to insurers to sort through. 

And Obamacare’s problems run far deeper than just the computer 
code. The bare-bones, initial enrolment numbers released by the 
Department of Health and Human Services, which administers the 
law, suggests that there won’t be enough healthy people enroled to 
make the insurance financially viable. Actuaries are warning about a 
rate “death spiral.” More people have been dropped from insurance 
plans than are gaining coverage. Meanwhile, Medicaid rolls are 
expanding rapidly, putting pressure on an already tottering health-
care safety net. The problems will only get worse, not better.

This is not the scenario that the President promised to the 
American public — not by a country mile. At a speech to the American 
Medical Association in 2009 he said: “No matter how we reform 
healthcare, we will keep this promise to the American people: If you 
like your doctor, you will be able to keep your doctor. Period. If you 
like your health-care plan, you’ll be able to keep your health-care 
plan. Period. No one will take it away. No matter what.” Obamacare 
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was going to “reduce health care costs” and fix a “broken” system. 
Those phrases were repeated ad infinitum not just by the President, 
but by his lieutenants, health-care companies eager to snare patients 
forced into their plans, grassroots Democratic activist groups, and a 
sympathetic media. 

Maybe Obama really believed these promises, or didn’t understand 
the economics underlying them, or maybe he just chose to ignore 
evidence to the contrary. His aides knew all along they were selling 
the public at best a misleading story and at worst, a lie. As one official 
told the Wall Street Journal (anonymously, of course), “if you like 
your plan, you can probably keep it” isn’t a “saleable” point. And: 
“You try to talk about health care in broad, intelligible points that 
cut through, and you inevitably lose some accuracy when you do 
that.” That’s one way to put it.

The President has reverted to form and tried to stall and obfuscate, 
calling the botched rollout a “glitch.” “I don’t remember anybody 

suggesting Apple should stop selling iPhones or iPads or threatening 
to shut down the company if they didn’t. That’s not how we do things 
in America,” he mused — the implication being that his political 
opponents, the Republicans, are to blame. (None of them voted for 
the law.) From a September 2013 rally in Maryland: “But despite all 
the obstacles, the Affordable Care Act passed both houses of Congress. 
I signed it into law. The Supreme Court ruled it constitutional. 
Republicans in Congress have now voted more than 40 times to 
undermine or repeal it. Their candidate for president ran on a platform 

“Obama is a product of the Ivy League 
ivory tower, a man devoted to far 

left-of-centre liberalism.”
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to repeal it. And at every step, they’ve been unsuccessful.” I won! It’s 
about me! The law stands, even if it’s a horrible law!

But Americans aren’t buying this pitch, no matter how many 
times the President delivers it. Only 38 per cent of Americans approve 
of Obamacare, according to Gallup, and the law has never enjoyed 
majority support. Only 22 per cent of Americans believe Obamacare 
will make their health better in the long run, and that number has 
hardly wavered over the past year. The President’s approval ratings 
have fallen to 41 per cent, down from 54 per cent a year ago, and 
some polls put that number below 40 per cent. For a president who 
likes to be loved, it’s painful to poll at these kinds of levels — and 
more painful still that Congressional Democrats up for re-election 
this year are starting to shun him. (North Carolina’s Kay Hagan won’t 
even appear in public with the President.)

And that ultimately may be what convinces Barack Obama to 
pull a Clinton and compromise with his opponents. An immigration 
deal is starting to take shape in Congress, and it’s in both parties’ 
interests to come to an agreement. Democrats want to fulfil campaign 
promises to legalise 11 million people already in the country illegally; 
Republicans want to capture a bigger portion of the growing Hispanic 
vote. So too do both sides want to fix the health-care system that’s 
been roiled by Obamacare. Democrats want to neutralise the issue 
for this year’s mid-term election, and Republicans want to look like a 
responsible party that’s able to bargain and competent enough to be 
trusted to govern.

Whatever happens will ultimately depend on Barack Obama, and 
whether or not he has the intellectual capacity to admit his mistakes, 
learn from them, and use what he learns to strike deals with his 
ideological opponents. If he doesn’t, he risks becoming the one thing 
he most abhors: a president of little historical import, or insights, or 
even worse, a leader who leaves America worse off than when he first 
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took office. Let’s hope for America’s sake, and the world’s, that he 
figures that out, and fast. n
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The wisdom of George F. Kennan — 
and he truly was a wise man, a term 
that has been debauched by overuse in 
Washington DC, applied to almost any 
senior official who manages to make it 
to octogenarian status — was never 
fully accepted by his countrymen. To be 
sure, Kennan was treated as a man of 
profound discernment, eminence, and 
erudition, but perhaps he was right to 
feel that the acceptance remained 
somewhat lacking. Kennan’s long 
service abroad during the 1920s and 
1930s — he was a foreign service official 
in Riga, where he learned Russian, in 
Moscow, and in Berlin — had steeped 
him in the European culture he quickly 
came to cherish and prompted him to 
mourn what had gone to smash during 
World War I.

But his sensitivity to the way other countries thought and felt and 
behaved did not always endear him to his superiors. Put bluntly, in 
America he wasn’t always seen as fully reliable. Dean Acheson, who 
served as secretary of state to Harry Truman and appointed Kennan 

As the United States seeks a new global role, it should 
heed the counsel of the leading post-war realist

The wisdom of George Kennan
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head of the Policy Planning Staff, admired Kennan’s intellect but 
mistrusted his political and strategic judgments. Kennan, he felt, had 
too much of the Quaker in him and was too emotional. His successor, 
John Foster Dulles, who had huffed and puffed about rolling back 
communism, terminated Kennan’s employment at his beloved State 
Department, a rebuff that Kennan felt keenly. Thereafter, Kennan never 
really occupied centre stage in the Washington political drama, but 
served as a commentator and sage from the Institute of Advanced Study 
at Princeton University, where he made his new home. His rival Paul 
Nitze helped make strategy in NSC-68, setting the Cold War on a 
bellicose footing that Kennan never felt comfortable about. 

Kennan, who had devised the containment doctrine in both the 
1946 Long Telegram and the 1947 “X” article in Foreign Affairs, felt 
that his warnings about Stalin’s sinister intentions had been converted 
into a global conflict that he never desired or thought necessary. As 
Kennan saw it, the safe course was simply to recognise the danger and 
contain it. The cold warriors, by contrast, sought a militarised America, 
with the Soviet Union merely serving as the first target. If this approach 
to international relations — and the intellectual disputations it 
engendered — sounds familiar, it should. Today, the neoconservatives 
in Washington who, much to Kennan’s distress, helped engineer the 
war in Iraq, argue that it is not enough to contain Iran, but, rather, a 
fresh war toppling the mullahs in Tehran is necessary. To what extent 
should America intervene abroad? Does it provoke more mischief than 
it solves? Has it decayed into an empire, or, is it, at a minimum, acting 
imperially?

These are the sorts of questions that Kennan pondered for most of 
his life.

Now, in The Kennan Diaries, edited by Frank Costigliola, it is 
possible to gain a further glimpse into Kennan’s agonised meditations 
about America and its conduct of foreign affairs. The diaries range 
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across the decades, from childhood to his final months in 2004. Almost 
up to the very end, Kennan retained his acute judgments. The diaries 
confirm his melancholy temperament, coupled with profound insights 
into culture and history. A man of the nineteenth century, Kennan 
winced at the barbarity and vulgarity of modern life. He was a Henry 
Adams thrust into the hurly-burly of America at the zenith of its 
influence and power, both of which he respected and dreaded.

What emerges so vividly from Kennan’s memoirs is how often he 
got it right. In brooding about the impending Iraq war in 2001, he 
observed that Bush was leading America into “multiple, unnecessary, 
and grave dangers…” He added, “I can only be inwardly prepared for 
what is coming, and mumble helplessly, as did the discarded and dying 
Bismarck, ‘Wehe meinen Enkeln.’ (God help my grandchildren.)” 
Kennan never succumbed to the delusion that America could remake 
the world overnight. Quite the contrary. He had a deep sense of 
foreboding about the employment of American military might abroad. 

Some of Kennan’s more rebarbative comments are apt to make 
even the most sympathetic reader recoil. Kennan hearkened back to 
earlier times in more ways than one. His views were often quite 
retrograde. He saw America as having drifted woefully off course into 
decadence and idleness. It needed an aristocracy of spirit to restore it 
to its true greatness. In many ways, he loathed America. Writing in 
1955 he wallowed in cultural despair: 

“It is my country that has left me, the country I thought and 
knew and understood. As for the rest, I could leave it without 
a pang: the endless streams of cars, the bored, set faces behind 
the windshield, the chrome, the asphalt, the advertising, the 
television sets, the filling stations, the hot dog stands, the barren 
business centers, the suburban brick houses…” And so on.

Nor was Kennan restrained, at least in his private writings, about 
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lamenting the fading away of Anglo-Saxon civilisation. As late as 1978, 
he mused about the fact that he was traveling to Los Angeles, where 
the “majority of births are to people of Latin origin, and where people 
of British origin, from whose forefathers the constitutional structure 
and political ideals of the early America once emerged, are not only a 
dwindling but a disintegrating minority.” He feared “one huge pool of 
indistinguishable mediocrity and drabness. Exceptions may be only the 
Jews and Chinese, who tend to avoid intermarriage, and, for a time, 
the Negroes as well.”

How seriously should one take these lucubrations about the state 
of humanity? No doubt they reflected longstanding beliefs on Kennan’s 
part. He was a fairly gelid character who appeared to react with 
impassivity to the plight of the Jews during World War II, particularly 
when he was serving in the Czechoslovakian embassy during the Nazi 
takeover in 1938. And he had drawn up a proposal in the 1930s for 
segregating Jews and blacks from service in the American government. 
But whether these views filtered into his treatment of individuals is 
another matter. 

Nevertheless, Kennan was overly sympathetic to the apartheid 
regime in South Africa as well as a number of other unsavoury 
dictatorships. There was a distinctly authoritarian streak in him. In 
1984, for example, he sketched out his idea of a utopian society in 
which “men having spawned more than 2 children will be compulsively 
sterilized” — an edict that Kennan, who fathered three, presumably 
did not himself follow. He also wanted to “re-primitivize and localize 
the economic process … Automobiles, except for the most essential 
purposes, will be in every way discouraged.”

The most perspicuous parts of the diaries excerpted here often 
come in Kennan’s assessments of his great contemporaries. Kennan, for 
example, was fiercely attacked by the journalist Walter Lippmann for 
making extravagant claims in his “X” article. Lippmann suggested that 
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Kennan was offering too sweeping a role for America — exactly the 
charge that Kennan would come to level at the cold warriors. The 
charge stung. But in his diaries Kennan also offers a personal reason 
for why Lippmann might have targeted him for criticism: “Lippmann 
greatly resented me for my arrogance in writing the X-article, and, 
above all, writing it for Foreign Affairs, a journal for the contributing 
to which he had disqualified himself for personal reasons.” (Lippmann 
had stolen the wife of the journal’s editor Hamilton Fish Armstrong 
from him, a true establishment scandal.) Kennan added, “He felt 
challenged and provoked by the fact that an unknown pipsqueak such 
as myself should have written, on a subject of which he saw himself as 
the dean of commentators, an article that became the object of such 
massive public attention. I never lost my respect for him.”

For all Kennan’s own manifest insecurities — and they are on full 
and sometimes uncomfortable display in these diary excerpts, which 
also offer a testament to his exacting standards and refusal to exempt 
himself from self-scrutiny — he did prove quite prophetic about the 
course of the Soviet Union. Kennan’s point all along was that the Soviet 
Union was being hollowed out from within, that Stalinism had created 
a society in which ideological obedience was indispensable and once 
the nimbus of success began to fade, the system itself would collapse, 
almost as if it had never existed in the first place. Kennan viewed the 
arms race as emblematic of what he saw as the “flat and inflexible 
thinking of the Pentagon, in which the false mathematics of relative 
effectiveness in the weapons of mass destruction was given a sort of an 
absolute value and all other possible factors dismissed from the 
equation as of no demonstrable importance.” What Kennan was saying 
was that culture and history also mattered. It wasn’t possible to reduce 
the cold war to a mano-a-mano contest in which one side accumulated 
more weaponry than the other and that this would in itself ensure 
victory. In the event, the Cold War ended peacefully, an incredible 
accomplishment that has not been fully understood or comprehended.
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Instead, the neoconservatives in Washington, to Kennan’s dismay, 
interpreted the end of the Cold War as a referendum on military might 
and set about finding the next enemy to annihilate. Kennan’s sagacity, 
however, may be enjoying a revival as the kind of realism that he 
exemplified appears to be making a modest comeback. Both the Obama 
administration and a smattering of Republican legislators appear to be 
reconsidering America’s expansive commitments abroad and to be 
arguing for more selective engagement. In a speech at the Heritage 
Foundation a year ago, Senator Rand Paul — a likely Republican 
presidential candidate — explicitly invoked Kennan as a model. As 
America seeks a new role abroad, Kennan’s counsel and example is 
more vital than ever. n
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When it comes to military planning, 
there is always the temptation to re-
fight the last war instead of thinking 
about the next one. David Kilcullen, a 
former Australian soldier who has been 
in most of the world’s red zones and 
now works as a consultant to Western 
military agencies, has already delved 
deeply into the issues of political 
violence, terrorist warfare, and strategic 
thinking in books like The Accidental 
Guerrilla and Counterinsurgency. In 
Out of the Mountains he highlights the 
danger of over-learning the messages of 
the Afghanistan conflict and neglecting 
the likely battlefields of the future.

He argues persuasively that the next 
generation of conflicts will focus on 
cities, especially coastal cities, and in particular the areas of slums. 
These megacities are already the areas of greatest population growth, 
but their demographic features — poor or non-existent government 
services, masses of people (especially bored, resentful young men), 
rampant crime gangs, and, for terrorists, access to marine supply lines 
— can make them disasters waiting to happen.

Welcome to a world of cyber war and homemade drones

A scary frontier
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And it has already happened. Kilcullen finds plenty of examples: 
Mogadishu, Mumbai, Kingston. He nominates Dhaka and Lagos as 
likely future trouble spots, although the complete list would be 
depressingly long.

Connectivity is another crucial element. The terrorists who shot 
their way through Mumbai utilised some very high-grade IT, and 
mobile phones have been critical to the formation of self-organising 
swarms, whether against US Army Rangers in Mogadishu or in 
revolutionary opposition to oppressive regimes. Kilcullen notes that in 
some places people are more likely to have access to mobile phones 
than potable water. In the Arab Spring, several dictators tried to dispel 
the crowds by switching off the phone network or the internet. Bad 
idea: it simply turned the otherwise quiet middle class into an ignited 
proletariat. They didn’t like losing their Twitter and Facebook, 
apparently.

Trying to fight a conventional battle in an urban sprawl is a recipe 
for catastrophe, says Kilcullen. He raises the idea of the “feral city,” a 
crowded mass of humanity which can easily turn into a formidable, 
self-directed paramilitary force. The fact that in these cities the 
government has simply given up does not mean that the places are 
ungoverned. They can be very intensively governed but the source of 
authority is likely to be a warlord or a gang leader — what Kilcullen 
calls a “conflict entrepreneur.” His account of how a criminal 
organisation called the Shower Posse has taken over a large chunk of 
the Jamaican city of Kingston and is evolving into a quasi-government 
in its own right is fascinating, in a frightening sort of way. Indeed, one 
of the trends of the future is the blurring of the line between terrorist 
outfits and criminal enterprises, and even quasi-organisations like 
gangs of soccer hooligans. If you think the world is complicated now, 
says Kilcullen, just wait a little while. Cyberwar and homemade drones: 
it’s a scary frontier.
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Kilcullen suggests that military thinkers should start to study cities 
rather than countries but his ideas go much deeper. Start conceiving of 
cities as organisms, he suggests, and look at their internal dynamics. It 
can be useful to draw on local expertise, although he makes the point 
— gained from painful experience in Iraq — that connecting up with 
one group can make enemies of another. There is always a cauldron of 
old grudges bubbling just below the surface, and local people have 
proved to be very good at manipulating newcomers for their own 
advantage.

Even when the quagmire of micropolitics can be avoided, there are 
plenty of problems in trying to apply military doctrine to this new sort 
of warfare. In particular, the strategy of seeking to find and destroy the 
enemy’s command-and-control centre makes little sense if there is no 
real centre, or if it is in another country (as in the Mumbai attack) and 
linked by satellite phone.

Likewise, the US emphasis on control of the air is of limited use 
when a population is densely packed and the real targets are impossible 
to identify. For a long time, US commanders have sought to bypass 
cities by airlift, but when a city is the crux of the problem, that strategy 
is impossible.

Significantly, Kilcullen is not against cities per se. Many cities in 
the developing world have huge potential for solving problems, and 
their energy is certain to play a critical role in the world’s future 
development. But equally, at some point the countries of the West are 
going to find themselves fighting in unforgiving, festering urban terrain 
— a humanitarian mission that spins out of control, for instance, as in 
Mogadishu — so they had better know what they are getting into. 

Kilcullen is somewhat skeptical of the notion of “peacekeeping”: 
in many cases, there is simply no peace to keep, not at least as the term 
is understood in the corridors of Washington and the United Nations. 
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A framework of predictability is what most people want, as well as the 
chance to improve their lot. For Western governments and agencies 
looking at the developing world, the message is: don’t over-promise, 
don’t assume you can easily get in and get out, and accept that there 
are some problems that can’t be fixed — not by outsiders, anyway.

Kilcullen acknowledges that trying to predict what military options 
might work is a fraught exercise, but nevertheless he offers some ideas. 
Look at small modular teams rather than hierarchical formations, he 
says, and improve coastal surveillance and insertion capacities. And 
before starting an expedition, spend some time in the back alleys and 
black markets. That’s where the real action takes place, anyway.

Out of the Mountains is a remarkable piece of work, and Kilcullen’s 
ability to combine the experience of a warrior with the insight of an 
analyst is extremely valuable. One might wish that the subject matter 
were not so complex and difficult, but that is the nature of the ground. 
At least with this book we have a map and a compass. It’s a start. n
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“I just don’t know if I can do this,” 
Barack Obama confided to his advisers. 
After his disastrous first debate with 
Mitt Romney, Obama’s team had 
laboured to get the President back on 
track, but in mock after mock, Obama 
failed to deliver. With just four days to 
go before the second debate, one 
thought consumed his senior adviser 
David Plouffe: “If we don’t fix this, we 
could lose the whole fucking election.” 

Mark Halperin and John 
Heilemann, authors of 2009’s widely 
acclaimed Game Change, open their 
follow-up volume in medias res and in 
the heads of Obama’s advisers. It’s ten 
days before debate number two, and 
Obama has just turned in a practice performance one observer described 
as “creepy.” And just like that, the unflappable Obamans transform 
into “the most wigged-out collection of Democrats in the country.” 

The height of the Obamans’ doubt is an appropriate place for 
Halperin and Heilemann to start their story. Despite the book’s title, 
which suggests bold, decisive action, Double Down brims with 

Although the latest instalment’s explanation of 
the 2012 election is limited, it offers useful insights 

into American political culture and campaigns

Game change, Part II

Double Down: Game Change 2012
by Mark Halperin and John Heilemann
Penguin Press, 2013
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ambivalence: Obama’s, Mitt Romney’s, the voters’. Though he had 
been running for president for the better part of a decade, Romney 
often seemed only half on-board. (Post-election, his son Tagg told the 
Boston Globe, “He wanted to be president less than anyone I’ve met in 
my life.”) And Republican voters weren’t any more enthusiastic, trying 
on nearly a dozen anybody-but-Romney candidates before finally 
succumbing to the inevitable.

The authors seem ambivalent, too, at times. “The ideological 
contrast between the parties had rarely been starker,” they write, 
suggesting the potential for substance before wandering into the wilds 
of Barack Obama’s birth certificate and Donald Trump’s buffoonery. 
Which is not to say the 2012 election was not about substantial things, 
but rather that Double Down is not about the election: it’s about the 
campaign.

While that may seem like a subtle parsing, the focus on campaigns 
places real limits on Halperin and Heilemann’s ability to delve into 
those tantalising — and important — questions about policy and 
ideology. Instead there are engrossing exposés of Rick Perry’s slurred 
debate answers (courtesy of a recent back surgery that left him souped-
up on painkillers and wracked with insomnia) and Jon Huntsman’s 
stealth hit jobs on fellow candidates (his campaign dug up the sexual 
harassment claims against Herman Cain and leaked them to Politico). 

From that perspective, Double Down may leave readers with their 
own sense of ambivalence, delighting in the fly-on-the-wall perspective 
and the bizarre tales of the anybody-but-Romney candidates but hungry 
for something more substantial than buzzy gossip and strategy talk.

Yet Double Down is more than just empty calories. Beyond the 
behind-the-scenes newsiness, Halperin and Heilemann shed light on 
two central campaign forces — media and money — that represent the 
real game-changers of 2012.
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First, media. The 2012 campaign took place in a very different 
media environment than the race four years earlier. In 2008, Twitter 
was only two years old, still an oddity in the social media world. Only 
about 20 per cent of Americans had a smartphone; no one had ever 
heard of an iPad. There was a 24/7 news cycle, to be sure, but it lolled 
along at a comparatively leisurely pace. 

The budding media trends of 2008 — ubiquity and speed — were 
in full flower by 2012. More than ten million debate-related tweets 
went out during the candidates’ 90-minute face-off in Denver. Afterward 
Obama’s advisers fretted that a narrow loss was being transformed 
into a wipeout because of “the novel impact of social media, especially 
Twitter, which amplified every meme with a fierce instantaneity.” In the 
second debate, Romney got his own dose of it: his description of 
preferential hiring as “binders full of women” became insta-shorthand 
for the “war on women.”

More significant, though, was the inability of either candidate to 
escape the spotlight. The unrelenting coverage turned Obama and 
Romney into highly scripted candidates in public — especially the 
gaffe-prone Romney, who “gave the impression he suffered from a 
hybrid of affluenza and Tourette’s.” Even private conversations didn’t 
stay private for long. A closed-door meeting in which Obama outlined 
four years of sail-trimming and punch-pulling immediately leaked, 
causing him to whittle down his already-small inner circle. And 
Romney’s infamous 47 per cent comments at a private fundraiser 
became public in mid-September, dominating the news cycle for weeks. 
No wonder authenticity and spontaneity were in short supply on the 
campaign trail. 

Media may have been in hyperdrive in 2012, but money was even 
more so. Double Down teems with millionaires ready to pay to play. 
The first presidential election since the Citizens United Supreme Court 
ruling that loosed the stays on campaign contributions, the 2012 
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campaigns were awash with cash. 

The campaigns and parties spent nearly $2 billion on the 2012 
race, and yet throughout Double Down they still are overshadowed by 
the Super PACs Citizens United made possible. These Super PACs 
haunted Romney during the primaries, as wealthy magnates like 
Sheldon Adelson thought nothing of flicking $5 million or so to their 
preferred non-Romney candidates. And in the general, when billionaire 
Joe Ricketts started shopping “The Ricketts Plan” to pro-Romney 
Super PACs, his attempt to portray Obama as the “metrosexual black 
Abe Lincoln” who has “brought our country to its knees” caused big 
headaches for the Romney campaign. 

Which is not to say Super PACs and the campaigns were always at 
odds. Halperin and Heilemann offer a nuanced analysis of Restore Our 
Future, a Super PAC closely aligned with the Romney campaign. Indeed, 
“close” doesn’t do it justice: “in every historical, genetic, and practical 
sense [Restore] was a subsidiary of the campaign.” Restore and the 
Romney campaign worked side by side up until the last legally allowed 
minute, when Romney sent key campaign staffers and strategists to 
work for the Super PAC. 

So Double Down may not be able to explain the 2012 election, but 
it offers useful insights into American political culture and campaigns. 
And unlike Sarah Palin, the game-changer of 2008 who has all but 
disappeared from American politics, 2012’s game-changers will 
continue to define national elections for years to come. n
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At the tail end of the 2012 election 
campaign, MSNBC Morning Joe host 
Joe Scarborough let off some steam over 
stat-junkie wiseacres like the New York 
Times’s Nate Silver, who had aggregated 
a slew of electoral polls and declared 
President Barack Obama to have a 73.6 
per cent shot at retaining the White 
House.

“Nobody in that campaign thinks 
they have a 73 per cent chance — they 
think they have a 50.1 per cent chance 
of winning,” Scarborough scoffed. 
“Anybody that thinks that this race is 
anything but a tossup right now is such 
an ideologue, they should be kept away 
from typewriters, computers, laptops 
and microphones for the next 10 days.”

Silver, on his FiveThirtyEight blog, ended up predicting not only 
the winner of the election, but the winner of all fifty states. He wasn’t 
the only one though; for a certain corner of the campaign coverage 
world, 2012 was the year of the numbers wonk, the polling aggregator, 
and, especially, the political scientist.

The Gamble acts as a counter to the gossipy 
Game Change series, but it fails to undermine 

the case for punditry-driven journalism

A rigourous academic account 
of the 2012 campaign

The Gamble: Choice and Chance 
in the 2012 Presidential Election
by John Sides and Lynn Vavreck
Princeton University Press, 2013
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Other prognosticators who proved eerily clairvoyant include 
Stanford University’s Simon Jackman, Emory University’s Drew Linzer, 
and Princeton’s Sam Wang. And it wasn’t only in the realm of forecasting 
that academia began pushing back against the excitable tendencies of 
pundits and commentators. Political scientists like Seth Masket, Larry 
Bartels, and Jonathan Bernstein contributed regular commentary based 
on painstaking research rather than the traditional media’s mix of 
reportage and voodoo. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive of these efforts was a blog called 
The Monkey Cage, which has made enough waves to have been bought 
by the Washington Post, where it is now published. Run by a cohort of 
political scientists, The Monkey Cage aimed to make accessible to the 
wider public political analysis based on solid academic research. 

One of the blog’s founders was John Sides, whose book The 
Gamble, co-written with the University of California Los Angeles’s 
Lynn Vavreck, aims to bring the academic rigour of political scientists’ 
online commentary to the publishing industry’s regular cycle of 
campaign post-mortems. 

In many ways, The Gamble acts as a counter to the addictive and 
gossipy Game Change series Washington journalists John Heilemann 
and Mark Halperin have penned during the past two campaigns (see 
Nicole Hemmer’s review on page 68). The contrast might even be 
deliberate; The Gamble reveals in its opening line that 68 individual 
moments during the 2012 campaign were described as “game-changers” 
somewhere in the American media, and Sides and Vavreck have a 
decidedly more sober view of electoral politics. “The continual search 
for game-changers treats a campaign like a boxing match, where the 
momentum may be shifting back and forth with every punch and the 
knockout blow could come at any moment,” they write. “In reality, 
there are few knockout punches, and most game-changers do not really 
change the game that much.”
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This means — as the authors demonstrate with exhaustive reference 
to polling, modelling, and charts aplenty — that such widely touted 
news events as Barack Obama’s “You didn’t build that” comment or 
the “47% video” leaked to liberal website Mother Jones, which showed 
Mitt Romney dismissing close to half the American public as “dependent 
on the government,” had almost no impact on voters whatsoever.

Also meaningless in terms of shifting voter opinion: any of 
Romney’s widely reported “gaffes,” the Obama campaign’s summer 
advertising blitz hammering Romney for his connection to private 
equity firm Bain Capital, and the disruptive effects of Hurricane Sandy, 
which struck the east coast in the last week of October.

Part of the reason for this was summed up by Vavreck in an 
interview with the Post’s Ezra Klein: “We’re not normal,” she said of 
people who pay close attention to politics. Most voters simply aren’t 
paying close enough attention for these “game changers” to matter. 
“The 24-hour news cycle has not really affected the average American 
who isn’t into politics.” And the people who do pay attention are the 
type likely to have made up their mind about the candidates long before 
they saw any ads or heard about any indelicate statements.

So if much media-driven coverage of the campaign didn’t matter, 
what did? The economy, for a start. Although many observers were 
convinced the sluggish recovery from the Great Recession would weigh 
down the Obama presidency, the rate of growth in 2012 was strong 
enough in historical terms to make Obama the favourite. It helped also 
that Obama was an incumbent president, and that his favourability 
rating was slightly higher than expected. 

As the authors summarise: “Presidents in their first term who were 
presiding over even modest improvement in the economy have been 
likely to win.” These “fundamentals” were all apparent even a year out 
from the election.
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Nonetheless, Sides and Vavreck are careful to clarify that they do 
not consider campaigns to be meaningless. The importance of a strong 
campaign was particularly apparent during the primary season, when 
news events played a powerful role in bringing to prominence 
Republican candidates like Rick Perry, Herman Cain, and Newt 
Gingrich. All of these politicians benefited from increased media 
attention, but none had the campaign infrastructure to capitalise on it. 
Similarly, although Rick Santorum found favour amongst socially 
conservative Republicans, he couldn’t turn his occasional victories into 
sustained successes the way the well-financed, well-organised Romney 
campaign could. 

Even in the general election, the campaign played a crucial role, 
say Sides and Vavreck. But rather than a boxing match, Sides and 
Vavreck conceive of the 2012 contest as a political tug-of-war. Both 
the Democratic and Republican sides were well matched and although 
their advertising assaults and voter outreach efforts were able to move 
Americans, each could only do so temporarily, before his opponent 
would counter and neutralise his effort. “In a tug-of-war, the flag in the 
middle of the rope does not move if both sides pull with equal force,” 
the authors explain. If one side were to let go, however — to quit 
campaigning altogether — it would become immediately apparent how 
powerful all those speeches and 30-second spots really were. As it is, 
they’re mostly just fighting one another to a draw.

All of this is important stuff, if a bit drily presented. Sides and 
Vavreck are both capable communicators, but The Gamble is political 
science first, page-turner second. Indeed, some of the structural devices 
they use in their narrative are so perfunctory that their presence seems 
little more than window-dressing. The title’s “gamble” refers to the 
uncertain outlook the relevant players had of the election, but it 
provides more in the way of chapter headings (“Ante Up”; “High 
Rollers”) than overarching organising principle. The authors’ sojourns 
to a Santorum rally or an Obama field office are efforts at on-the-
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ground reporting so trivial to function almost as asides. And while a 
tight focus on what did and didn’t matter in the campaign is the book’s 
raison d’etre, without a reporter’s more impressionistic eye, the authors 
seem to forget that politics is bigger than a single election season. 
Careful analysis, for instance, might demonstrate that Latino voters 
did not respond to an Obama executive action ending the deportation 
of the children of illegal immigrants, but does it not seem reasonable to 
suppose that the tendency of Democrats to undertake such policy 
action is part of the reason the party has such high Latino support in 
the first place?

Ultimately, The Gamble functions as much an argument for 
punditry-driven journalism as it is against it. As misguided as the 
mainstream media can be, its take on politics, filled with personalities 
and storytelling and, yes, “game-changers” tells us much about how 
our politics operates. The true revolution in campaign coverage, then, 
might come not from the political scientists, but the yarn-spinning 
wordsmiths who read them and absorb their lessons. n
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